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ABSTRACT Using pseudospark discharge sourced electron beams for the generation of high-peak-power
millimeter and terahertz radiation has attracted increasing research interest in recent years. However, one
of the crucially important and hitherto unanswered questions is ‘‘what is the upper-frequency limit at
which millimeter-wave devices can be driven by pseudospark discharge sourced electron beams?’’. In this
paper, we studied this question from the perspective of beam transportation in a plasma background, more
specifically an ion channel using particle-in-cell simulations to find the limitations. The parameter ranges
of the beam transportation with small oscillations in the beam diameter were investigated and summarized,
through simulations of beam propagation in a large diameter drift tube with different ion densities, plasma
electron densities, beam density distributions, and beam energies. The beam transportation in a small
diameter beam tunnel was also simulated. It showed the maximum beam current with a small velocity
spread that can be transported in the beam tunnel was determined by the diameter of the beam tunnel and
the ion density. High injected current will cause significant beam loss and reduce the overall efficiency. The
simulation results indicate a minimum diameter of the beam tunnel in a millimeter-wave circuit that can
be effectively driven by a pseudospark-sourced electron beam. The equivalent upper limit in the operating
frequency is about 400 GHz.

INDEX TERMS Pseudospark discharge, PS-sourced beam, beam transportation, millimeter-wave source.

I. INTRODUCTION
Pseudospark (PS) discharges are low-pressure gas discharges
in the range of 50 to 500mTorr. The breakdown phase is rapid
with the generation of a high current density electron beam up
to 104 A/cm2 [1]. The electron beam can be self-focused by
the ion channel created by the ionization of the background
gas, and propagate along a certain distance. These unique fea-
tures have attracted many research interests for applications
as high-current switches in high-power pulsed power sys-
tems, and as electron beam or plasma sources in lithography,
material treatment and millimeter-wave generation [2]–[4].

The vacuum electronic device is the only practical solution
for high-power, high-efficiency sub-millimeter wave genera-
tion [5]. As the operating frequency increases, the dimensions
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of the interaction circuit, including the beam tunnel that has a
cut-off frequency of the operating mode higher than the oper-
ating frequency are reduced. But at the same time the electron
beam needs to be transported which results in the lowering of
the overall beam current due to the decrease in the transverse
cross-sectional area of the circuit. An electron beam with a
high current density is therefore needed to maintain a high
output power. However, the generation and transportation of
the high-density electron beam in a small beam tunnel are one
of the biggest challenges in the development of millimeter
and sub-millimeter vacuum electronic devices. For example,
a backward wave oscillator operating with a TM01 mode that
has a cut-off frequency of 200 GHz has a mean radius of
0.57 mm [6]. The assembly and alignment of the focus mag-
net system and the electron gun required to form the electron
beam become increasingly difficult to achieve. Research is
being conducted on the use of sheet electron beams as they
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have less space charge effect, enabling a current density that
is∼5 times higher than a cylindrical beam. However its focus
magnet system is more complicated [7].

In recent years, there is growing interest in using the
PS-sourced beam to drive slow-wave interaction circuits to
generate millimeter and sub-millimeter wave radiation. Com-
pared with the electron beam generated by a thermionic
cathode, the PS-sourced beam has a current density ∼100
times larger. Therefore it has the advantage to generate
high output power radiation at millimeter and sub-millimeter
wavelengths. The PS-sourced beam is self-focused by the
ion channel that it creates through ionizing the background
gas. This eliminates the need for a bulky magnet system.
Since the electron beam is generated from a plasma cathode,
it has the advantage to generate electron beams with different
cross-sections, including cylindrical and sheet geometries,
to match with different types of interaction circuits, such as
the Cherenkov maser, the backward wave oscillator, and the
extended interaction oscillator (EIOs) [6], [8]–[11]. Different
beam properties can also be achieved by varying the discharge
conditions. Electron beams with different energies can be
produced by adjusting the charging voltage and the gap dis-
tance across the cathode and the anode. The pulse duration
can be adjusted in a certain range by using different external
capacitors which store the energy for the gas discharge. The
higher capacitance will result in longer pulse duration and
higher discharge current. The peak discharge current is also
strongly associated with the geometry of the discharge cham-
ber. A more detailed description of the experimental setup for
the PS discharge can be referred to in [11]–[14].

In our previous research, EIOs driven by PS-sourced beams
have been designed and measured experimentally at different
frequencies [12], [14]. In the experiment, it was found that
the output radiation power dropped much faster than simu-
lations predicted at higher operating frequencies. To match
with the measurement results, either the beam current must
be significantly reduced, or the beam quality must be much
worse in the interaction circuit. Although the overall beam
current as a function of the propagation distance can be
measured by a Faraday cup, it cannot provide information
on the beam quality in terms of beam energy spread and
velocity spread, which are critical beam parameters that affect
the beam-wave resonance condition. As for the application of
millimeter vacuum electron devices, the beam measurements
in the interaction circuit become increasingly difficult due to
the small radius of the beam tunnel (less than 1 mm) which
limits the size of the probes.

Numerical simulation is an effective method to get the
dynamic information of the beam transportation in the plasma
background within the beam-wave interaction circuit. In this
paper, the theoretical model is first summarized to get the
conditions of stable transportation of the electron beam in
a plasma background. The particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations
were then used to further explore the parameter ranges that
allow stable beam transportation, firstly in a drift tube with
a large diameter, then in a beam tunnel of the beam-wave

FIGURE 1. A schematic drawing of the electron beam transported in a
plasma background.

interaction circuit. The potential and the limits of using the
PS-sourced beam to drive the THz vacuum electronic devices
are also discussed.

II. BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL FOR
BEAM TRANSPORTATION IN PLASMA BACKGROUND
When an electron beam transports in a low-pressure gas,
its beam front will ionize the background gas to create a
plasma background [15], [16]. The plasma electrons have
larger velocities than the ions. They will be expelled by the
beam electrons to leave an ion channel. The ion channel
contains a net positive charge, which provides a focusing
force to neutralize the space charge force from the beam
electrons [17].

The theoretical study of the relativistic electron beam trans-
portation in the ion channel has been derived in detail in [18]
based on the equilibrium analysis. Here only the key concepts
and conclusions are summarized. Fig. 1 shows the general
schematic of the theoretical model. A cylindrical electron
beam with a radius of rb travels along the z coordinate with a
velocity of vbz. The drift tube has a radius of Rw. The Gauss’
and Ampere’s laws in the plasma background at the steady
state in cylindrical coordinates can be written in (1), where
cgs units are used for convenience.
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∂

∂r
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∂8
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enb0(r) · vbz(r) · (1− fm)

(1)

The parameters 8, and Az are the potentials of the electric
and magnetic fields, respectively. nb0, ni, ne, and vbz are the
beam electron density, ion density, trapped plasma electron
density, and the electron beam axial velocity, respectively. fm
is the current neutralization fraction. Let fb = nb0/ni as the
charge neutralization fraction, and fe = ne/ni as the fraction
of trapped plasma electrons, when fe = 1 − fb, the system
maintains charge neutrality. As the trapped plasma electrons
in the drift tube will interact with the electron beam to cause
a two-stream instability [19]–[21], the number of trapped
electrons should be minimized. which requires 1− fb ≈ 0.
Another requirement on the ion and beam densities asso-

ciates with the betatron oscillation, the betatron frequency can
be written as

�2
β =

ω2
pb

2γ0

(
1
fb
− [1− β2]

)
(2)

where ωpb = (4πnb0e2/me)
1/2

is the plasma frequency of the
electron beam in cgs units. β = vbz/c, and c is the speed of
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FIGURE 2. The simulated model in XOOPIC.

light. e andme are the electron charge and mass, respectively.
In a practical system,�2

β > 0 is required. Therefore, to focus
the electron beam at both axial and radial directions, both fb <
γ 2
0 and 1− fb ≈ 0 need to be satisfied.

III. PIC SIMULATION MODEL
The theory presented in the previous section is useful to
describe the physical processes governing the relativistic
electron beam transportation in a plasma background, in par-
ticular the mathematical description of the ion channel. How-
ever the equilibrium analysis has a few assumptions. One
of them is v/γ � 1 which is more applicable for high
energy electron beams used for accelerator applications. Here
v = Ib/(IAβ) is the Budker parameter, where Ib is the beam
current, and IA is the Alfven current. It may not be valid
for the PS-sourced beam due to the low beam energy and
high PS discharge current. Also the conditions fb < γ 2

0
and 1 − fb ≈ 0 are too rough. The PIC simulations can
provide detailed beam dynamics and were used in the study
of electron beam parameters in more detail than could be
achieved by analytical techniques.

The simulation model is shown in Fig. 2. The PS discharge
process was not included due to the large volume of the
discharge cavity compared with the drift tube. Normally the
diameter of the discharge cavity is ∼10 times larger than
that of the drift tube, which will significantly increase the
computing time. Also for this gas discharging problem, the
potential on the external charging capacitor needs to be solved
for every time step to reflect the real experimental configura-
tion. The parallel computing feature cannot be applied [13].
The simulation was carried out in cylindrical coordinates
using XOOPIC [22]. The simulation region is a cylinder
tube with a perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary rep-
resenting the drift tube. The left end represents the anode of
the pseudospark discharge chamber, where an emitter with a
radius rb shows the aperture size of the central hole in the
anode where the electron beam is extracted. The electron
beam was injected from the left-hand side of the drift tube
and transported to the right-hand side. The conductor at the
right-hand side is the collector to dump the electron beam.
The length of the drift tube L was 200 mm in the simulation.
Simplified models were used to speed up the simulation

and focus on the major physics phenomena. The collisions
between the injected electrons and the background gas were
ignored. The ionization process is also ignored to avoid the
rapid growth of the simulated particle number. Instead, the

plasma backgroundwas pre-set and filled in the drift tube. It is
reasonable because the PS discharge contains three break-
down stages, the Townsend discharge (pre-breakdown) stage,
the hollow-cathode discharge stage, and the super-dense glow
discharge stage [23]. The Townsend discharge has a low
beam current and a long duration. The plasma background
is created prior to the electron beam generated in the hollow-
cathode discharge stage, which has a balanced performance
of beam energy and current for beam-wave interaction. The
plasma density at the hollow-cathode discharge stage is in
the range of 1016 m−3 to 1018 m−3. XOOPIC employs a
time-explicit scheme. The mesh grids in the simulations were
20 µm and 50 µm in the radial and axial directions, respec-
tively. The time step was 1 × 10−13 s to meet the Courant
condition. The numerical weight of the macro-particles was
1 × 103. The simulations were run on a PC running the
Debian operating system. The CPU was an Intel i9-7900X
at 3.3 GHz, and with 64 GB RAM. The computing time for
each simulation was about 2 hours. The simulation time can
be a factor of 5 longer if the ionization process is included
since more particles will exist in the simulation region.

The beam transportation at different plasma densities was
simulated. The phase space of the particles as well as the den-
sity information of the ions and the electrons were recorded
every 50 timesteps for further post-processing. The results are
shown in the following sections.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. PHASE SPACE OF THE ELECTRON BEAM AT DIFFERENT
BEAM CURRENTS
In the simulations, the beam radius was 1.5 mm which
matches with the 3-mm diameter aperture on the anode used
in the experiment. The beam energy was 5 keV corresponding
to a single-gap PS-discharge configuration [24], [25]. Differ-
ent beam currents that represent different electron densities
were used in the simulations. A drift tube with a radius of
5.0 mm and a length of 200 mm was used, which allows
the observation of the beam transportation without striking
on the wall of the drift tube. The ion density ni was set as
1× 1017 m−3, and the plasma electron density ne was set as
1×1014 m−3 (0.1% of the ion density to avoid the two-beam
instability.).

Fig. 3 shows the phase space of the injected beam with
uniform distribution propagating at different electron beam
currents, (a) 0.94 A, (b) 4.23 A, and (c) 14.1 A, which are
equivalent to beam density nb0 of 0.2 × 1017m−3, 1.0 ×
1017m−3 and 3.24 × 1017 m−3. A small current electron
beam whose density is smaller than the ion density will be
over-focused. Because of the difference in the space charge at
different radius, the laminarity of the electron beam becomes
worse and the electrons will cross with each other (Fig. 3(a)).
A similar trend happens when the beam current is too large,
the ion channel is not able to provide sufficient focusing force
and the beam envelope will expand gradually (Fig. 3(c)). The
best beam quality with a small ripple and a good laminarity
can be achieved, as shown in Fig. 3(b), when fb ≈ 1,
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FIGURE 3. PIC phase space of the electron beam with different densities
transporting in an ion channel with fixed ion density ni of 1.0× 1017

m−3. The beam density nb0 is (a) 0.2× 1017 m−3, (b) 1.0× 1017 m−3,
(c) 3.24× 1017 m−3.

corresponding to the charge neutrality and from the theory
a small fe ≈ 0.1% was used.
The phase space of emitted electrons was post-processed

to get its envelope during the transportation. The maximum
andminimum radii on the envelope were recorded to quantify
the beam quality. Fig. 4 shows the maximum and minimum
radii of the beam envelope which were post-processed from
the phase space of the beam electrons. It shows the param-
eter region where a small ripple can be achieved, which is
desired for the beam-wave interaction to generate millimeter-
wave radiation. In general, the minimum radius increases as
the beam density increases because the space charge force
becomes larger. The maximum beam radius occurred when
fb = 1. In the case of fb > 2.5 that the electron beam
defocused significantly, the electron beam envelope expands
rapidly and strikes the wall of the drift tube.

B. THE RESULTS AT DIFFERENT ION DENSITIES, BEAM
ENERGIES, AND CURRENT DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
The plasma density during the PS discharge process
changes dynamically at different stages, from 1013-1014

m−3 at the Townsend discharge stage, 1016-1018 m−3 at
the hollow-cathode discharge stage, to 1020 m−3 at the

FIGURE 4. The maximum and minimum beam radii at different fb.

FIGURE 5. The maximum and minimum beam radii as the function of fb
at different ion densities.

super-dense glow discharge stage [13]. The beam transporta-
tion at different ion densities in the hollow-cathode discharge
stage was also simulated and the results are shown in Fig. 5.
Similar trends with Fig. 4 can be observed. A small beam
density nb0, for example below 1017 m−3, the fb range with
a small ripple suggested by Fig. 4 is still valid which falls
within the range from 0.8 to 1.8. At a low plasma density,
the beam current is low and the space charge is small. The
electron beam can be effectively focused. As the plasma
density increases, the space charge of the beam electrons
becomes large which increases the fluctuation. Although the
overall beam current increases, the poorer beam quality will
reduce the beam-wave interaction efficiency. This implies
that in this case, a high plasma density or equivalently a high
beam current is undesired, for generating millimeter-wave
radiation.

The PS discharge can be used to generate electron beams
with different energies, depending on its configuration.
The single-gap configuration has a limit of charge voltage
∼20 kV due to the flashover at the dielectric insulator,
as well as the electric field uniformity on a long dielectric
tube. The multi-gap configuration can increase the charg-
ing voltage and therefore generate a high-energy beam [26].
To make a compact millimeter-wave device, the energy of the
PS-sourced beam is normally ∼30 keV or lower, depending
on the types of interaction circuits.

Fig. 6 shows the results at different beam energies.
At higher beam energy, the space charge force is small
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FIGURE 6. The maximum and minimum beam radii as the function of
fb(ni = 1017 m−3) at different beam energies.

and the electron beam can have a small ripple. The fb
range with a small ripple is larger when the beam energy
increases.

The theoretical analysis and the previous simulations
employed uniform electron beam density distribution pro-
files over the beam radius. However, the electron beam den-
sity measurement using a scintillator screen showed that the
PS-sourced beam has a Gaussian-like density distribution and
a beam waist of 0.5 mm [27]. The injected electron beam
used was of the same overall current but different density
distributions. Fig. 7 shows the current distributions as well
as the minimum and maximum beam radii for all the cases
at a beam energy of 5 keV, and an ion density of 1017 m−3.
In the post-processing, the average beam density was used
to calculate fb. At the Gaussian distribution with a smaller
beam size, the beam ripple is smaller when it is over-focused
because the space-charge force is smaller at a larger
radius.

C. IMPACT OF TRAPPED PLASMA ELECTRONS
The simulation results in the previous section show the elec-
tron beam can be transported a long distance with small losses
over a wide parameter range if the diameter of the drift tube
is large. A small ripple in the electron beam envelop can be
achieved for the conditions:

H ≥ 10 keV
ni ≤ 1017 m−3

fb ∈ [0.81.8]

(3)

As has beenmentioned in the previous sections, the trapped
plasma electrons may cause two-stream instability. Fig. 8
shows the phase space of the beam electrons at different fe
levels. When the trapped plasma electron density is small,
for example, fe = 1% then only a small oscillation close to
the z-axis is observed. The distortion on the electron beam
is relatively small. However as the value of fe increases, the
beam transportation becomes unstable. The electron beam
starts to oscillate initially at larger z positions and then the
beam transportation is destroyed, as shown in Fig. 8(c) when
fe = 10%. The electron beam desired in a vacuum electronic

FIGURE 7. (a) The different current density distributions, (b) The
maximum and minimum beam radii as the function of fb(ni = 1017 m−3)
at different current density distributions.

FIGURE 8. Phase space of the beam electrons at different levels of
trapped plasma electrons. (a) fe = 0.1%, (b) fe = 1%, (c) fe = 10%.

device will have a small ripple and good laminarity. Therefore
the trapped plasma electron density needs to be as small as
possible to avoid the betatron oscillation.

V. PS-SOURCED BEAM TRANSPORTATION IN A SMALL
BEAM TUNNEL
In the simulations presented in previous sections, the electron
beam is propagated in a drift tube with a large diameter
and the electron beam can propagate a long distance before
it strikes the wall of the drift tube. In the application of
millimeter-wave devices, the dimension of the drift tube
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is limited by the operating frequency since it will need to
cut off the radiation wave. The smallest radius dictates the
maximum frequency that can realistically be generated by
the millimeter-wave device. The beam transportation in the
small drift tube (beam tunnel) is studied in this section.
So far the PS-sourced beam has been used for the linear-
beam vacuum electronic devices which employ the TM-like
mode. When the radius of the beam tunnel is 0.5 mm, the
cut-off frequency of the lowest mode TM01 is 229.5 GHz.
Since the beam tunnel needs to cut off the operating mode
of the interaction circuit to stop the electromagnetic wave
from propagating to the electron beam source, the operating
frequency of the interaction circuit should be lower than this
cut-off frequency. Operating at a higher frequency requires
a smaller radius of the beam tunnel. At the same time, it is
preferred that the beam tunnel has a larger radius for con-
taining a higher electron current to achieve a higher output
power. As a trade-off, the optimal operating frequency range
of the interaction circuit with a beam tunnel of 0.5 mm is
around 200 GHz. The length of the beam tunnel is chosen
as 50 mm which is sufficient for most types of the interaction
circuit.

The electron beam used in the simulation has a Gaussian
density profile and the beam size is 0.5 mm. At a small
drift tube radius, part of the beam current will be lost at
the wall of the tunnel. It is important to know the percent-
age of the beam lost. In the simulation, the small ripple
parameter regime, as summarized in Eqn. 3, was used. The
parameters used were H = 20 keV, ni = 1017 m−3, and
fe = 0.1%. The beam current and velocity spread are two
important parameters when considering an electron beam
used to drive the interaction circuit of the millimeter-wave
devices.

Fig. 9(a) shows the beam current and Fig. 9(b) shows the
beam velocity and its spread as errorbars, as the function of
the transportation distance at different fb values. The simu-
lation shows under a limited radius of the beam tunnel, the
beam can transport over a short distance (∼5 mm) with-
out large beam loss, because the beam current is relatively
high but the space charge needs time to take effect. Then
a big current loss can happen during the propagation and
finally, the beam current becomes stable as the result of the
re-balance of the space charge force and the focusing force
provided by the ion channel. The larger the input current,
the greater the beam loss. Fig. 9(a) also indicates a max-
imum beam current that can be transported in the beam
tunnel of radius 0.5 mm, in this case is 0.53 A, with small
beam loss and small energy spread. A high injected cur-
rent does not turn into a high transmitted current. Fig. 9(b)
shows the velocity spread of the beam at different trans-
portation distances. The velocity spread is relatively small
during the transportation to keep a good beam quality, and
a higher injected current will have a slightly higher velocity
spread.

In the case of a small beam tunnel, the trapped plasma
electrons have less impact on the beam transportation, as they

FIGURE 9. (a) The beam current, and (b) the velocity spread of the
electron beam as a function of propagation length at different fb(ni =
1017 m−3).

FIGURE 10. The maximum beam current allowed at different beam tunnel
radii and ion densities.

are much easier to be expelled by the beam electrons
and collected by the wall of the beam tunnel. The opti-
mal beam current does not change even with an fe factor
of up to 20%, while the velocity spread will increase by
about 2%.

The maximum current in the beam tunnel at different
radii of the beam tunnel and the ion densities are shown
in Fig. 10. The maximum current increases rapidly when
the beam tunnel radius increases, which shows the PS-beam
can be an effective beam source at a lower frequency. For
example, consider an interaction circuit operating with a
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TM01 mode, the cut-off frequency for a radius of 0.7 mm
is 163.9 GHz, which enables 1.0 A of self-focused beam
current to be transported in the beam tunnel under the ion
density of 1017 m−3. Higher ion density allows a larger beam
current. However in the simulation, it showed the velocity
increases rapidly when the ion density gets close to 1018 m−3.
Operating at an ion density around 1017 m−3 is preferred as
the balance point between beam current and the beam quality.
If an interaction circuit is operating with a TM01 mode and
a beam tunnel radius of 0.29 mm, corresponding to a cut-
off frequency of 400 GHz, then the maximum beam current
is ∼0.1 A, it is then difficult to satisfy the starting current
condition taking into consideration the high ohmic loss at
high frequency [28].

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A PS-sourced beam has the unique advantages of high
current density and self-focus by the ion channel. In the
past 10 years, experiments have been carried out to use a
PS-sourced beam to drive the slow-wave interaction circuit
to generate microwave and millimeter-wave radiation. Due
to the challenges of generation and transportation of the high
current beams in the millimeter/submillimeter-wave vacuum
electronic devices, there is increasing research interest in the
PS-sourced beam to drive the interaction circuit at a higher
frequency. Compared with the millimeter/submillimeter-
wave vacuum electronic devices driven by an electron beam
generated from a thermionic gun, the PS-source electron
beam has a much higher current density, therefore allowing
millimeter/submillimeter-wave radiation to be generatedwith
higher peak power. However, the previous experiments also
showed that the output radiation power drops as the operating
frequency increases. Therefore, it is important to know the
limit of the operating frequency.

In contrast to the research work on designing the
submillimeter-wave interaction circuit driven by a PS-beam,
this paper first investigates the general case of a PS-sourced
electron beam transportation in a plasma background to study
the parameter range for smooth transportation. The desired
parameter range, as listed in Eqn. 3 was summarized from
various PIC simulations. This indicates the PS-sourced beam
can keep a relatively good quality if all the conditions are met,
which is feasible to achieve by adjusting the experimental
conditions.

The simulations show when limited by the dimensions of
the beam tunnel, there exists an optimal injected current.
A higher injected current will result in a larger beam loss
although the velocity spread is relatively low. This is not
desirable for millimeter-wave devices, as it will significantly
reduce the overall efficiency. As the operating frequency of
the millimeter-wave device increases, the dimensions of the
beam tunnel reduces and it will further limit the maximum
current that can be transported in the beam tunnel. On the
other hand, the ohmic loss of the interaction circuit becomes
higher at a higher frequency to make the starting current
higher, which can be ∼0.4 A, depending on the geometric

shunt impedance (R/Q) of the interaction circuit and its beam
loading conductance.

The limit of the maximum injected current not only
dramatically reduces the output power, but also can stop
the device from working due to the high starting current
requirements. Based on the beam transportation simulations
for different beam tunnel diameters and the experience of
the high-frequency interaction circuits, it is estimated that
the upper limit of the millimeter-wave devices driven by a
PS-sourced beam is 400 GHz. It is possible to increase the
beam current by operating at higher ion density, however the
beam quality will get worsemaking the device hard to operate
stably and reliably.
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